Graduate Medical Education Management

Designed for the GME enterprise from day one

Unite and streamline management operations across the enterprise. The MedHub platform manages large-scale complexity and variability that other residency management systems were never built to handle.
The Power of United

In today’s medical education environment, complexity is inevitable. But it shouldn’t be a barrier to performance.

Designed from the start as an enterprise-wide model, MedHub manages large-scale complexity and variability other systems were never built to handle. Its tightly integrated, intuitive workflow minimizes error and redundancy while enhancing collaboration, enabling even the largest, most complex institutions to meet their goals with greater agility and speed.

Thanks to its intuitive workflow, MedHub makes business operations simpler and more efficient, so the whole team can focus on what’s important: educating and preparing tomorrow’s physicians. The system lets you integrate workflow and processes across all residency programs on an open, flexible platform, increasing efficiencies around management of faculty, residents and clinical sites, as well as affiliation and accreditation.

The MedHub system gives you the visibility, flexibility and control to direct operations with new levels of collaboration and efficiency.

Align leadership across the organization
MedHub’s top-down approach lets you see what is and isn’t working across programs, and revise strategies accordingly.

Unify programs, systems and stakeholders
MedHub unites and streamlines management operations enterprise-wide, aligning residents, faculty and programs to achieve common goals.

Improve learning outcomes
MedHub supports excellence by tracking competencies, enhancing assessment practices, and facilitating better feedback.

Ensure institutional oversight
MedHub’s model provides a single source of truth enterprise wide, improving accuracy and visibility, and reducing institutional risk.
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FOR PROGRAM COORDINATORS

Make life easier for everyone.

Thanks to its intuitive workflow, MedHub makes business operations simpler and more efficient, so the whole team can focus on what’s important: educating and preparing tomorrow’s physicians. The system lets you integrate workflow and processes across all residency programs on an open, flexible platform, increasing efficiencies around management of faculty, residents and clinical sites, as well as affiliation and accreditation.

- Resident application, onboarding & data management
- Credentials Monitoring
- Accreditation Management
- Evaluation creation & delivery
- Faculty & resident scheduling
- Faculty portfolio management
- Case & procedure log management

To learn more about the benefits of MedHub, go to MedHub.com/gme
Robust Features for Seamless GME Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluations</th>
<th>Conferences</th>
<th>Duty Hours</th>
<th>Learning Portfolios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drive the best possible outcomes by getting the right evaluations to the right people, with one of the most robust, accurate evaluation creation and delivery modules anywhere.</td>
<td>Save time and effort with powerful, intuitive functionality that makes creating and tracking conferences simple and straightforward.</td>
<td>Take a proactive approach to documentation, improving compliance and helping head off potential problems before they occur. Increase resident satisfaction with the MedHub Duty Hours Mobile App.</td>
<td>Give your trainees an intuitive interactive tool to record, reflect, track progress and receive feedback throughout their residency or fellowship.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduling</th>
<th>Accreditation Management</th>
<th>Procedures</th>
<th>IRIS/Billing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplify the creation and management of all types of schedules, and integrate scheduling with other critical tasks, including institutional reimbursement, affiliated institutional billing, evaluation delivery, resident training history, duty hours and more.</td>
<td>Expedite the Annual Program Evaluation process with centralized, systematic accreditation data management of resident performance, faculty development, graduate performance and program quality.</td>
<td>Go beyond rote documentation of procedures logged. MedHub tracks program-specific procedure requirements, then displays trainees’ progress toward meeting those requirements, in real time.</td>
<td>Generate an accurate IRIS diskette quickly and easily. Handle multiple cost reports for the same institution—and even generate reports for other institutions under the same global umbrella.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To learn more about MedHub features, go to MedHub.com. To request a demo, go to MedHub.com/contact
Leading institutions choose MedHub.

600+  160K+  198K  10.3M
Clients Across 5 Countries  Students & Trainees  Faculty  Evaluations Annually

>$6B  143  3,600+  83
In CMS Reimbursement  ACGME Sponsoring Institutions  ACGME Accredited Programs  Academic Health Center Relationships

“We could not ask for a better partner than MedHub. Everyone has been nothing short of great—extremely available, responsive, and open to our suggestions.”

JASON BAINS
GME Manager
University of Alabama

To see success stories and learn more about MedHub, visit MedHub.com

About MedHub
MedHub is the leading provider of healthcare education management solutions for graduate and undergraduate medical education, and advanced practice healthcare institutions. For more information about MedHub and its solutions, call 866-766-0625, or visit www.medhub.com.